138 THE AGE OF THE GREAT DEPRESSION
and disadvantaged by no means tell the complete story of the
federal government and agriculture. Among the thirty-two
million people living on farms in 1940, the typical family
had neither been on relief nor dwelt so close to the borderline
of want as did the vast majority of tenants and seasonal
laborers* The lot of the independent farmer, nevertheless,
was not a happy one* Thanks to his chronic depression in
the years after the First World War, his share of the national
income dropped from fifteen per cent in 1920 to nine in
1929 and thence to seven in 1933* The causes were many:
the teeming surplus of a world momentarily beating its
swords into plowshares; the Hawley-Smoot tariff of 1930;
the domestic encirclement of Big Business, forcing the farmer
in the marts of trade always to receive a low price and pay
a high one; lack of capital to mechanize his acres abreast of
large producers; droughts and soil depletion* In addition, he
had to face the bewildering problem of changing consumer
tastes. The cotton farmer sadly pondered not only the
cheaper production of new regions like Arizona and Cali-
fornia, the Orient and South America, but also the rise of
synthetic fabrics** As for dietary habits, it was clear that
cereals, potatoes and meat were slipping in popularity with
a generation which eschewed the epic meals of its ancestors*
To be sure, certain agriculturalists fared better. Helped by
the vitamin campaign, the per-capita consumption of citrus
fruits nearly doubled from 1920 to 1940* Also by the later
year, thanks to health education and the lighter diet of an
increasingly urban civilization, the milk business attained the
vast total of $1,355,000,000, outranking any branch of the
meat industry and far exceeding any single farm crop.
Similarly the truck gardener profited from the fact that the
average family was using twice as many succulent vegetables
as fifty years before* But, through vicissitudes of good seasons
* Tie output of rayon jumped from a mere 33 million pounds in 1920 to
458 in 1930, thence to'1948 in 1938. I. W. Duggan, "Cotton Land and
People/' Joutn. of Farm Econs., XXII (1940), 197.

